Abstract. By using the well-known sum of 2</)i(a. b; c; c/ab) and Sears' identity for the sum of two nonterminating balanced 3r|>2 series, a simple evaluation is given for Askey and Wilson's ijr-beta type integral
This is another way of writing the ¿/-binomial theorem (1 4) ^ = E ^y"
The g-gamma function can be defined by [3] (1.5) Tq(x) = j^(l-qy-x.
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The notation (a)n is an abbreviation for (a; q)n which is defined by whether or not n is an integer, where 00
(1-7) (a). = (a;*)«, = u (1 -aq"), n = 0 0 < q < 1, and no factor in (aq"; q)x vanishes. Andrews and Askey [2] needed a more general extension of (1.1) than (1.2) to serve as the weight function of a set of orthogonal polynomials, so were led to
subject to the restriction that there are no zero factors in the denominators. Al-Salam and Verma [1] pointed out that (1.8) is a special case of a more general (/-integral
where c = abdef, which is simply another way of writing Sears' identity [6, (5. 2)] for the sum of two nonterminating balanced 3<i>2 series. Very recently another (/-extension was given by Askey and Wilson [5] M înï ri h .l\= l flh( , rather a verification of (1.10). Since (1.10) is a very attractive result and contains a large number of known and previously unknown formulas as special cases (see [5] for a full discussion), a simpler proof based on a minimum of restrictions seems like a reasonable goal. In this note we offer a proof that makes repeated use of (1.9) and uses very few assumptions.
2. Proof of (1.10). The first step is to recognize that the integrand in (1.10) is an even function of 6, where x = cos f?, so that we can write
An rt h a\ 1 rh(x;l)h(x;-l)h(x;]/q')h(x;-^) (2.1) I(a, b, c, d) = -I h(x:a)h(x.b)h(x.c)h(x:d) d6-(2.2) h(x;a)h(x\b)h(x\c)h(x;d)
Let us now replace c, d and e in (1.9) by 1, e'9 and e~'e, respectively, to get h(x;l)_(fl-1)00((7-1)oc_
provided a # b and a nor b is of the form q1, j = 1,2,_This is not an essential restriction because if either of a, b is of this form then we may choose c = -/q or --/q that will produce h(x; ± ifq) on the left instead of h(x; 1) and (■Jqa~l)x(x/qb~l)x on the right. Next, we replace c, d and e in (1.9) by -1, e'* and e~'e, and let a, b be replaced by c, d, respectively. This gives 
The (/-integral over v equals (2.10 ) is the same as the r.h.s. of (1.10). This completes the proof of (1.10).
